A SMART USEFUL SOUVENIR
CENTURY OF PROGRESS EXPOSITION
1833 CHICAGO 1933
THIS MODERN SCRANTON LACE TABLE SCARF

Carrying out the spirit of Chicago’s great Century of Progress Exposition, this lovely modern Scranton Table Scarf is typical of the fine work which American manufacturers are producing by 1933 methods.

It looks hand made yet is entirely woven by the most modern machinery. It is symbolic of the enterprise and initiative of American makers in putting smart merchandise in American homes at modest cost.

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS SCRANTON NET CURTAINS AND SCRANTON BEDSPREADS
SCRANTON
NET CURTAINS

Each season new designs and weaves in Scranton Net Curtains appear in the Curtain Departments of thousands of American stores. Smart women everywhere prefer Scranton Curtains for their windows because they are not only fashionable but moderate in price.

SCRANTON
BEDSPREADS

Stores showing Scranton Bedspreads cater to women who appreciate and demand bed coverings more attractive than ordinary bedspreads. Designs are created to fit in with the decorative trends of the moment and colors are selected for their harmonious combination with modern bedroom furniture and decorations.

SCRANTON
LACE COVERS

Beautiful Scranton Lace Tablecloths, Scarves, Doilies and Chair Sets are now available at the better stores. Designed and woven to look like the lovely old hand made articles they are priced surprisingly low.

* * *

Ask for Scranton products by name at your favorite store, or write direct to us for the name of your nearest dealer.

SCRANTON LACE COMPANY
SCRANTON, PA.